
Dear Mr Slater 

LPA Response to Examiners Questions  

I note that pre-application discussions are taking place regarding a new model village at Six Hills. I 

note that the plan states that the NP will need to be reviewed if the proposal were to be 

approved. In which case could the LPA and the QB comment on whether it is premature for the 

neighbourhood plan to be proposing a separation area and how confident can I be that the 

boundaries shown are appropriate. How is the Six Hills proposal being advanced – will it be 

through a planning application or as a Local Plan allocation? 

The Neighbourhood Plan only shows this as provisional only, the likely area of separation should the 

Six Hills proposals be advanced and the plan be reviewed. This proposed area is not contained within 

Policy  EN7. Given it is not a policy, it instead serves more of a sign of intent should the Six Hills 

proposals be accepted. It is noted however that the proposed area of separation seems to be drawn 

to stop an extension of Six Hills towards the village of Old Dalby, and not the other way round.  

 

The 6 Hills New Garden Village is a scheme being developed outside of the Local Plan and therefore 

would be against both the saved policies of the 1999 Local Plan and the emerging policies of the new 

Local Plan which has recently been submitted for Examination.  It is therefore speculative. The 

arguments used by the site promotors (Gladman Developments) relate more to unmet need from 

other districts, rather then being developed to meet the needs arising within Melton Borough.  

 

All Leicestershire authorities are working cooperatively on a strategic growth plan up to 2050 which 

may suggest Six Hills is an appropriate location to help deliver unmet need and/or further growth 

beyond 2036.  Therefore whilst clearly against current thinking, it is impossible to say that the Six 

Hills proposal will not be brought forward at some point.  

Can the LPA update me as to the likely timescale for the decision to be taken on planning 

application 17/00397/OUT, which covers the proposed housing reserve site? 

This planning application is still pending consideration with Network Rail issues and Ecology matters 

to resolve.  It is hoped that the proposal will be ready for our planning committee meeting on 30th 

November 2017. 

I note that the Plan refers to the possible release of additional land by the MOD at Old Dalby. Can 

the LPA or the QB identify the land on a map and let me know what policies would relate to that 

land – is it classed as countryside 

 

The MOD submitted some land as part of the MLP Presubmission consultation. Please see comments 

made with the submission and an extract of the submitted plan below.  The site whilst near the 

small settlement of Queensway and Old Dalby industrial estates would likely still be classed as open 

countryside. 

“On 6 September 2016, the Defence Secretary Michael Fallon announced the names of 13 sites 

which the MOD proposes to dispose of.  The list of sites is in addition to those which had previously 

been announced in January and March 2016.  The disposal of the 13 sites aims to provide land for up 



to 12,565 homes within this Parliament, against the Department’s target of 55,000.  The 

announcement links into wider work on the ‘A Better Defence Estate’ strategy which was announced 

in November 2016.  The Strategy aims to better support military capability, allow the formation of 

clusters of sites which facilitate the co-location of similar functions, and dispose of underutilised 

sites for which there is no longer a long-term Defence requirement. 

 

One of the sites included on the September list was Old Dalby, Melton Mowbray.  The extent of the 

site is shown on the enclosed plan, and encompasses the parcel of land shaded in olive green.” 

 

I note that there is an outstanding planning application for part of the land at Central Field, Nether 
Broughton for 3 dwellings. Can the LPA provide me as a likely timescale for its determination, as it 
would not be appropriate for it to be allocated as LGS, if there is an extant planning consent. 
 

Assuming this comment relates to Planning Application 17/00950/OUT - Land off Middle Lane, 

Nether Broughton – It was approved as per officer recommendation at the planning committee on 

the 19
th
 October 2017.  

 

 



I understand that the proposed affordable housing percentage has changed with the latest version 

of the emerging Local Plan. Would the QB want to made plan to reflect that change and could the 

LPA and QB suggest a revised wording for me to consider, in making my recommendation, or does 

the QB want to keep it as submitted? I note the Policy H5 supports a local connection affordable 

housing policy. Is there any evidence such as a Local Housing Needs Assessment that would 

support the need for such a policy? 

The affordable housing %age expectation changed as a result of viability considerations.  Could the 

wording we have adopted in the LP revision suit also the NP: 

A minimum  target  of 25% for  affordable  homes  within housing developments on all sites of 11 or 

more units and/or where the floor space exceeds 1000 m2, having regard to market conditions, 

housing needs, housing  mix  (in  regard  to  tenure,  type  and  size),  demonstrable  economic 

viability  and  other  infrastructure  requirements. 

To support the need for a local connection affordable housing policy, the Melton Borough Council 

Housing Needs Study, 2016 (figure 4.17) and the Rural Housing Needs Survey for Nether Broughton 

and Old Dalby, 2014 both provide this evidence. 

Is there an inconsistency between Policy H3 which requires the inclusion of 4+ bedroom properties 

on windfall sites and Policy H4 which requires the provision of 1,2 and 3 bed properties and refers 

to an issue of under occupation of larger properties in the parish? Perhaps the QB and the LPA 

could both comment. 

The LPA agree that at present the policies conflict with regards to the delivery of 4 bedroom houses 

through policy H3, which is then seemingly excluded through policy H4. The QB therefore is the ones 

who can clarify this and explain the intentions behind the two policies and how they should be 

interpreted.  

Can I be appraised as to the acreage of the site covered by Old Hall Parkland LGS and would both 

the LPA and the QB comment on whether it constitutes an extensive tract of land? 

The authority has estimated the acreage of the LGS to be – 35.872 Acres (14.5Ha). The Authority 

raised concerns that this site may be an extensive tract of land at Regulation 14 and remain 

concerned this is the case.  

Finally, I am intrigued by the Policy BE4 Old Dalby Test Track. Could the LPA confirm to me 

whether there are any planning controls that restrict the use of the line to “the testing of trains 

and railway equipment” or is it available to all railway use including passengers and freight. 

Furthermore, are there any planning restrictions that relate to the operating hours of the line and 

if there are, what are the permitted hours of use and are they enforceable? 

The test track is permitted for that purpose only, with a series of restrictions on the frequency and 

quantity of train journeys permitted and noise limits etc. 

The current use restrictions are:  
 
No more than the following train movements shall pass any specific point along the test track within 
any one hour period : 



 Mon - Fri 7am - 8am 6 passes  

 Mon - Fri 8am - 6pm No more than 18 passes per hour  

 Mon - Fri 6pm - 7pm 6 passes  

 Saturday 8am - 9am 4 passes  

 Saturday 9am - 5pm No more than 8 passes per hour  

 Saturday 5pm - 6pm 4 passes 

This is a condition of the relevant panning permission (and several variations) and they are 

enforceable by means of normal planning controls. 

 


